-GRASP est l'acronyme cle General-purpose Relativistic Atolnic Structure Program. Ce progiciel est essentiellement un code Dirac-Fock multiconfigurationnel (MCDF) convivial bas6 sur l'alg&bre cle Racah et les m6tho-des de diff6rences finies. Nous d6crivons ici briitvement le formalisme MCDF dans le contexte du projet GRASP A Oxforcl.
suite for electro11-atorn/ion collision and photoiorlization calculatio~is -and SWIRLES (2) -a basis-set Dirac-Fock/relativistic many-body perturbation theory structure programwill be described elsewhere.
We adopt a na'ive approach to relativistic atomic structure theory. (Readers wishing to begirl from a more rigorous foundation should co~isult the literature -cf. / I / , for instance.) In section 2, we thus build N-electron Hamiltonians from one-and two-particle conlyollent IIamiltonians. The coristruction of wavefurlctions for N-electron atoms from one-electron orbitals is described in broad ontlirle in section 3. A similar lnetliod is adopted for the exposition of the multico~lfiguratioll Uirac-Fock (MCDF) method in section 4. The theory is motivated with concrete examples.
-Relativistic Hamiltonians
A Hamiltonian, H, for the i = 1, .. ., N electrons of an atomic system is a sum of N one-body co~tributions, ~( ' ) ( i ) and N ( N -1)/2 two-body co~ltributions, &(')(ij), Sylllbols representing operators are distinguished by placing carets over them. The domirlant relativistic corrections to atomic structure are ultimately due to modificattions to the one-body terms in the Hamiltonian. Current usage therefore classifies the formalism as relativistic when the one-body operators, I?(')(i), are based upon the Dirac kinetic energy operator, k D ( i ) /2/, Symbols representing matrices are distinguished by placing tildes over them. Here and elsewhere we make use of Iiartree atomic units: e = k / 2 n = me = 1, whence c = l / a ; e is the charge on the proton, Iz. is Planck's constant, me is the rest mass of the electron, c is the speed of light in the vacuum and a w 11137 is the fine-structure constant. I11 Eq. (2-2), The simplest two-body operator we consider is that arising from the Coulomb interaction, k C ( i j ) = k l ( i j ) (2-4)
where ~( i j )
= ?(i) -r^(j). he resulting Ban~iltonian, lcnown as the Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonian, is denoted H". Quantum electrodynanlics (QED) (cf., for instance, 131) predicts additiorlal twobody interactions. The dominant correction to the Coulomb interaction, clue to the exchange of a single transverse photon of energy w between a pair of electrons i and j, contributes cos ( w~( i j ) )
to the energy. The w -t 0 limit of Htrans, known as the Breit interaction 141,
, accounts for the dominant part of the transverse interaction. The Breit interaction is the sum of the Gaunt (or magnetic) interaction 151, HGaUnt(ij) = -&(i) z~) / R ( i j ) , and the lowest-order retardation correction to the ele~trost~atic interaction 141,
Nuclear mot,ion also introduces co~ltribut~ions to the energy. The major effect is a rescaling of the energy of the form
where Er is an atomic energy level and p = Al(1 + A) where A = Mn,,/7ne and is the mass of the nucleus.
The theory outlined so far may be inadequate for certain high-precision calculations: the correlated motions of the electrons introduce additional corrections to the nuclear 1x10-tional energy; the detailed structure of the nucleus has been neglected entirely; we have not considered the influence of the virtual electron-positron pairs which arise from the fluctuation of the vacuum -principally the self-energy and vacuum-polarization corrections. These effects are, however, of higher order than those discussed above and are consist,erltly treated by a perturbation-theory approach to QED (cf., for instance, / I / ) .
-Relativistic Wavefunctions
Atomic calculations are usually based upon the orbital approximation. In relativistic atomic physics, an orbital, Inljm), is a simultaneous eige11funct;ion of the parity operator, ii, and
the angular momentum operator, j = 1 + s^; thus,
Here n is the principal quantum number. We require that the orbitals form an orthonormal set, (naZo.jamalnbZbjbmb) = Sab* (3-2)
The quantum numbers 1, j and m provide a complete specificatiorl of the symmetry.
Each of the < ( 2 j + 1) orbitals with the same j but differing m quantum numbers, referred to as a subshell, are assumed to have the same radial form. Using the co~lventions of /6/, an explicit representation is thus
Here PnU(r) and Qnlj(r) are, respectively, the large and small coinponerlt radial wavefunctions, and the functions Xljm(;/r) are the spinor spherical harmonics, An (approximate) atomic state function (ASF), Il7 J P M ) , is a linear coinbinatio~l of CSFs with the given eigenvalues J, P, and M . Because the transformation matrix elements, c,r = (y, J~M (I' J P M ) , are independent of the quantum number M , the entire set of (2J+1) transformation equations may be written nJp is the11 the number of levels with quantum numbers J and P. The mixing coefficients, c,r, may be combined in a column vector, Er .= {crr,r = 1 , . . . ,~J P ) , the representation of the ASF ~I ' J~M ) with respect to the CSFs ly, J P M ) , r = 1 , . . . , n JP. This procedure effectively partitions the space of CSFs into subspaces characterised by stat,es sharing the eigenvalues J, P and M . The ASFs will be chosen to be orthonormal, so that the da.gger denotes the IIerinitian conjugate. A prerequisite for the development of a Racah-algebra based program to compute the ( k ) angular coefficie~lts Trs(ab) and VTs (abcd) is a code to determine jj-coupled coefficients of fractional parentage. Such a program, CFPJJ /7/, was made available through the Computer Pl~ysics Communicatio~~s Program Library in 1972.
A second package, MCP /8/, to compute the V;,'")(abcd) coefficients, followed shortly t,hereafter, in 1973. This code was revised and reissued as MCP75 /9/ in 1976. Either MCP package accepts a list of CSF ~pecificat~ioxls (y,:) (specifying the value of M is unnecessary -cf. Eq. (4-2)) and computes the value, V;;")(a;bicidi), and all indices, k;, ai, bi, ci, di, of each coefficie~lt for each pair y, and ys that interact: i.e., have nonzero matrix elements H,,. The total number of coefficients for such a pair is denoted N::) (cf.
Eq. (4-3)). (The MCP package used in the recent versions of the Oxford MCDF packages are modified to compute only those coefficie~lts that cannot be expressed in very simple a~lalytical forms.) The user-friendly input interface as implemented in the module CSFIN in MCP is the precursor of the current GRASP interface routine CARDIN.
A major rewrite /lo/ of the RDMEJJ package of Charlg /ll/, now called MCT, was released in 1978. This code conlputes angular coefficients, ~j , k~) ( a b ) , required to calculate matrix elements of a general one-particle tensor operator of rank k and parity n , in a CSF basis,
The coefficients TT,(ab) in Eq. (4-3) are those appropriate to scalar operators (k = 0, 7T = +I). The requisite triad of angular packages for MCDF computations was completed in 1980 with a generalizatiorl (published as part of MCBPIBENA 1121) of the original MCBP package /13/ to finite photon frequencies. The present version of MCBP coinputes the angular coefficients v;:' )(abcd) for the evaluation of the matrix elements of the transverse interaction (2-5), The ~!:"')(a~b~c~d~) are radial integrals /14/ that are appreciably more complex than the Slater integrals given by Eq. (4-5).
With the appropriate ge~leraljzation of a Dirac-Fock (DF(3)) self-consistent field (SCF) code due to D.F. Mayers, it was possible to construct the MCDF+MCBP/BENA /15,12/ pair of packages, which were published in 1980.
(3) The Dirac-Fock model is obtained when a single Slater determinant can be used to model the atomic state.
GRASP 1161, published in 1989, is a major rewrite of the MCDF+MCBP/BENA /15,12/ package. The portability and currency of the program have been greatly enhanced by recoding from FORTRAN IV to approach the FORTRAN 77 standard. A preprocessor ferns an important part of the package: the source code is issued in raw form which must be preprocessed to FORTRAN source code -the preprocessor perfororms basic editing operations using data fro~n a user-created symbol file to select machine-and i~lstallalion-dependent cocle and to set array dimensions; the problem to be solved is thus limited only by the stability of the SCF solver and the available storage. Both the (rewritten) MCDF 1151 and MCBP/BENA 1121 modules as well as the TRANSFORM 1171 and OSCL packages have been integrated into the stand-alone GRASP code; using the facilit,ies available in TRANSFORM /17/ the user can perform recoupling from the standard j jcoupling of GRASP to nonstandard jj-, LS-or jl-coupled eigenvector bases; the OSCL , package computes radiative transition data with retardation to all orders. The increased capability has necessitated modifications to the interface which has also been renderecl more flexible and easy to use. Much effort has been expended to improve efficiency: the Jucys-graph based NJGRAF /18/ package replaces the algebra-based NJSYM /19/ for the computation of angular recoupling coefficients; the SCF algorithm is faster and more stable; the v::)(abcd) and 5$$r)(ab) coefficients are sorted into an integral-based, rather than a CSF-based list -for instance, it is more efficient to compute the radial integrals in (4-3) only once and then accumulate their contributions to each matrix element HE' rather than to compute all required integrals each time a matrix element is to be computed; radial integrals can be stored -this obviates the need to recompute a part of them if some of the orbitals remain unchanged between calculatio~ls. Variations on the MCDF methodthe freezing of certain orbitals and the Slater exchange approximation, for instance -are available. By the use of the integral scaling facility, GRASP eigenvalues may be made to match experimental data. The accuracy and reliability of the results have been improved -all errors known prior to publishing have been eliminated and more accurate numerical methods are used. The program is internally documented to some extent with pleritiful comment cards. A User's Manual provides help in the set-up and use of the package, complete specification of the input and some informalion about the program's structure and operation. GRASP2 (PARPIA, F.A., GRANT, I.P., DYALL, K.G., and FISCHER, C.F., in peparation) is a major rewrite of GRASP. It is based on a completely new SCF algorithm adapted from procedures developed and extensively used by Fiscller (cf., for instance, 1201) for the nonrelativistic multiconfiguration Hartree-Fock method. Testing has revealed that great gains have been made, both in stability and in efficiency, when GRASP2 is comparecl with its predecessors. Full FORTRAN 77 compatibility has been attained. Some lninor errors carried over from GRASP have been eliminated. The relativistic local-density approximation for exchange and correlation effects (cf. 1211, for instance) is available as an option. The User's Manual that accompanies the program is now a complete reference document: besides a set of tutorials on the set-up and use of the package and a detailed description of the input Command/Data File structure, the underlying physical and numerical formalism, the flow structure and each subroutine of the code are explained. The GRASP2 package is in the final stages of testing and should be available before the end of 1990.
GRASP3, now in the early stages of development, will extend the capabilities of GRASP2 to the calculation of dynamic phenomena (photoionization, electron-atomlion scaltering, etc.) involvillg a single co~ltinuuin electron. We expect that this program will be released by the end of 1992.
We motivate the principal classes of MCDF procedures as implemented in GRASP2 with two examples. Consider the estimation of the energies of the seven lowest-lying levels of lleliumlike Argon, Ar16+, where the excitation energy with respect to the ground state (computed from the ionization energies in cm-' as given by Drake 1221) appears in parentheses on the left-hand side, and the designation of the state in the ~lonrelat~ivistic limit is given on the right-hand side, of each line. For this problem, it is well known that the most important CSFs are, respectively, (The quantum number M has bee11 suppressed on both sides of each approximate equality.) An array of 72 = 49 elements is needed to store all unique values of HKC, where the order of the CSFs is as they appear in the first term on the right in each line of Eq. (4-11). This matrix is actually synlmetric (by virtue of the phase corrventio~l adopted in the GRASP project; the matrix would be Hermitian otherwise -cf. Eq. (4-4) ). It is therefore necessary to compute only 28 of the 49 elements. Those set to zero must take this value because of the selection rules on parity and angular momentuni (explicitly sllow~i in Eq. (4-2) ). END depends on the computer employed. This string is written as an identifier in all GRASP2 files (including the print output). Tlle title card also delimits the beginning of a case.
The basic dimensions of the case: T = 1,. . . , n, = 7 a n d a = l , ..., n , = 4 .
Each column here gives the occupation q,(a) of electrons in the four subshells n,laja in a given -y, J? ; 2P-represents the 2plJ2 subshell, 2P, the 2psJ2 subshell.
Any additional information required to complete the specification of the -y,J,P, follows this card.
Very little additional information is required for the twoelectron problem -none if the subshell is full, as it is for T = 1, and only the total angular n~o n~e n t u~n J , obtained by coupling the angular tnonlenta j, otherwise. The first number in each row is r , the second is J,.
(k)
Compute the V, , (abcd) and T,,(ab) coefficients; write the CSF-based list on unit 7, the integral-basecl list on unit 8.
Generate the radial functions using the AL approximation; read the integral-based list of ~::)(abcd) and T,,(ab) coefficients on unit 8; there is no MCDF Dump File frotn which the SCF procedure can be restarted -hence the 0; write the MCDF Outnp File on unit 9; the atomic number of Argon is 18; the atomic weight, 39.948 amu, is used internally to estimate both the nuclear radius and the reduced mass of the electron. Compute the vrf,krf(abcd) coefficients and write them out on unit 12. No sorting is done.
Compute the higher-order corrections: diagonalise IftranS and estimate the self-energy and vacuurn-polarization contributions. Read the integral-based list of v>:)(abcd) and T, s(ab) coefficients on unit 8, the MCDF Dump File on unit 9 and the ~J:~)(abcd) coefficients on unit 12.
Compute the ~:t")(ab) coefficients for k = 1, and odd parity; write the CSF-based list on unit 11 and the integral-based list on unit 12; there is no restart file from whicl~ any CSF-based list can be read: ltence the 0. Compute electro~nagnetic transition data: oscillator strengths, Einstein A and B coefficients, etc.
Read the MCDF Dutnp File on unit 9 and the ~:,k")(abcd) coefficients on unit 12.
This card delimits the end of a case.
Figi~re 1. A typical GRASP2 Comma~id/Data File. Eacli card is briefly explained with the comlnents that appear to the right of it. A detailed descriptio~i of tlie overall structrure and tlie structure of each individual card of the Co~nma~td/Dat,a File may be found in the User's Manual that is issued with the program.
We make use of the member with M = 0 in Eq. (4-1) -this value of Ad is universal to all states in systems with an even number of electroris (we would similarly use M = f $ for cases with an odd number of electrons). The energies of all seven atomic levels are then given by equations of the form (cf. Eq. (4-11))
The optimal values of the mixing coefficient vectors, Z; are obtained by requiring EFC to be stationary with respect to variations in the mixing coefficients subject to Eq. (3-7) . This leads to an eigenvalue problem, Here i is the n, x n, unit matrix, where n, = C J , n J P and we have appropriately extended the mixing coefficient vectors with elements 0 for components in orthogonal subspaces.
The eigenvalue problem given by Eq. (4-14) above can he solved once the matrix H"' has been constructed. We have seen that this requires knowledge of the angular coeflicients ~,!:)(abcd) and T,,(ab) and the orbital radial f~nct~ions Pnl,(r), Qnlj(r), so that the diagonalization (4-14) is the last step, and the determination of the Hamiltonian matrix (4-12) tlie penultimate one, in any computatiorlai p~ocedure based on tlie formalism outlined so far.
The first computational step is performed by MCP (which in turn calls the relevant, subroutines in MCT) to determine the angular coeficients V::)(abcd) and T,,(ab); these coeff~cients are written to a disk file: it is economical to break up an atomic structure problem into its radial and angular parts -one can thus avoid recomputing the angular coefficie~its for calculations along an isoelectronic sequence, for instance.
The problem of the selection of tlie functions Pnlj(r), Qnlj(r) now arises. These are determined as the numerical solutions of coupled pairs of radial Dirac equations of the form xiP' (T) ,
with E,, > 0 subject to the boundary conditions tlie orthonormalization condition which follows frorn Eq. (3-2), 0 when a # b but I , = l b and j, = jb,
and that the sign of the first oscillation of Pn,r,j,(r) that exceeds a certain amplitude be positive and that the total number of such oscillatio~ls be n, -I , -1 (cf. /20/, for instance).
The asymptotic forms of, and the relation bettween, the large-and small-component functions near the origin are dependent upon t,he detailed behaviour of the functions Y,(T),
x i P ) ( r ) and xLQ)(r) in this ~leighbourhood. The latter functions are given by the expressions It is in the determination of the coefficients zLk)(bcd), ~:'")(bc) and za(b) that the MCDF procedure is applied. We use a variational functional defined by the weighted energies variation with respect to one pair of radial fun~t~ions, Pnalaja(r) and Qnalaja(r), subject t o the boundary conditions (4-16) produces one pair of equations (4- Equations (4-14) and (4-15) are simulta~leously solved using an SCF procedure:
1. The coefficients d, , [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] are calculated from a set of mixing coefficient vect,ors z e s t . r , , 2 = 1 ,..., n~.
2. The fu~lctio~ls y a ( r ) , xAP)(r) and xiQ)(,) in Eq. (4-18) can then be calculated fro111 a set of radial fu~lctions PE2a3a(r), Q",","la3a(r), a = 1,. . . , n w . 3. Equations (4-15) are solved using this potential to obtain a new set of radial functiorls Pn","&,(r), Q;yQj,(r), a = 1,. . ,nw.
4. An improved estimated set of radial functior~s is obtained from the transformation 5. is solved using the Hamiltonian obtained with the improved estimated radial fu~lctions t,o calculate a new est,imated set of mixing-coefficient vectors EEw, i = 1, ..., n~.
6. A11 improved estimated set of mixing coeEcient vectors is obtained from the transformatiori Er : + (1 -ti) EEw + ti 2;;:) where 0 < Ji < 1 are also damping or accelerating factors.
The Lagrange m~lt~ipliers E,, can be interpreted as approximate electron reinoval energies only in the average level (AL) approximation, when n~ = n,. This is defined by the choice 2 J T + 1 ) l C~: , ( 2 J t + 1 ) i f r = s , otherwise.
We are then effectively optimising on the trace of the full Dirac-Coulomb Hamiltonia~l matrix (with one element for each value of M) whicli is invariant under the orthogonal transformation whicli diagonalises it. Steps 5 and 6 are then redu~lda~lt.
The absolute difference, lei -E~I between a pair of Lagrange multipliers can be interpreted as the energy of the photo11 that is exchanged iii tlie transverse interaction (2-5).
Running GRASP2 in the AL mode for Ar16+, and diagoiializing the matrix kDC + H~~ one obtains the approximate ASFs and energies
The excited states' energies in (4-21) are all too high (cf. (4-10)) by amounts varying from = 9000 -14000 cm-l. This is largely due to the greater sensitivity of the lowest-lying state to correlation effects. Note, however, that the fine-structure splitti~igs between the lowest three states J -are incorrect by only m 400 an-': high quality fine-structure splittrings are characteristic of AL calculations. The remaining discrepancy is due to physical effects that are not accounted for -as described above in the last paragraph of sectioil 2. For many purposes, however, the results of such AL calculatiorls are quite acceptal3le. GRASP2 AL calculations with n, m 800 are routinely performed at Oxford. Consider the problem of improving the estimate of the (1 0+) state in Ar16+. AS Fischer 1231 has shown, the exact ground-state eigenfunction of a Hamiltonian for a twoelectron atom is obtained in the limit a,,, + oo of The opt,imal level (OL) method -which allows us to improve the energy of a single level at the cost of obtaining poorer esttimates of all other levels included in tlie calculatioll - Table 1 . A sequence of GRASP2 OL calculatiolls together with an extrapolation procedure can be used to estimate eigenenergies to high precision: we obtain E,",:,~ = -68 967 940 f 10 cm-I and ~g 2 A~~~~~ = -68 953 000 f 100 cnl-l.
is obtained by setting n~ = 1 in . This is clearly the method of choice for the problem at hand. We carry out a series of OL calculatio~ls with n, , , = 1 , . . . ,6; the results are listed in column 2 of Table 1. The differences between consecutive pairs of entries are fitted to a polynomial with terms ak/(n -1 1 2 )~~ le 1241. Summing the polynomial over all values of n > n , , , yields the entries in columll 3 of Table 1 .
Because it is now impossible to interpret the Lagrange multipliers raa as one-electron removal energies, we are constrained to use Eq. (2-6) -whicll is independent of the energy of the excllanged plloton -to compute effects of higher order. In addition, because we are using perturbation methods, it is necessary to go beyond the expansion (4-22) and include all possible CSFs in a systematic manner; the appropriate exparlsion is In column 4 of Table 1 we exhibit the results of the correspondirig sequence of ~oinput~ations.
The terms of the fitting polynomial are now of the form a k / ( n -1)3+k. Extrapolated result,~ are listed in column 5.
Extended AL (EAL) results are obtained when the weights (2Jr + 1) in are replaced by w, chosen by the user. Extended OL (EOL) calculations are obtained when 1 < nL < n, in Eq. (4-19).
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